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1.

GLOBAL AVIATION INDUSTRY

Global Aviation Industry is directly driven by the economic growth in the world economy. Global
economic growth appears robust and as per World Economic Outlook, it is expected to grow at a steady
rate of 3.5% in 2019 and 3.6% in 2020. Economic growth has slowed down a little from last year,
however many developed economies are growing at their widely considered long term potential. The
major factors expected to effect global economic boom include increased trade disagreements,
elevated economic policy uncertainty, the possibility of financial market disruptions and deterioration in
risk sentiment impacting investment.
Additionally, Aviation industry also has a downstream catalytic impact on other parts of the economy,
such as travel and hospitality. Aviation Industry is a large contributor to employment and employs ~65.5
million worldwide through direct and induced economic activities. Direct employment in aviation industry
is ~10.2 million.
Figure 1: Direct Jobs by Civil Aviation
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Supported by consolidation in major markets, advent of LCCs in emerging markets like South East Asia
and high load factors due to rebound in global economy, the global airline industry had been growing
profitably over the past 3-4 years. However, the airline profitability reduced for 2018 owing to higher fuel
prices in the middle of the year. However, the cost of fuel has sharply declined from its peak in October.
As per ICAO ~4.3 billion passengers were flown in 2018, an increase of ~200 million compared with
2017. Industry-wide revenue passenger kilometers (RPKs) grew by 6.5% in 2018, slightly below 8.0%
rate of 2017. Globally, airlines continued to add capacity in 2018 as Available seat kilometers (ASKs)
flown increased by 6.1% and industry-wide passenger load factor increased to an all-time high of 81.9%.
Going forward, the RPKs are expected to grow by 6.0% in 2019. The relatively slow growth in 2018 is
mainly because of slower expected economic growth in 2018. The operating margin in full year 2018 is
estimated to reduce to 6.8% from 7.7% in 2017. Decline in margins is largely because of increased fuel
and unit labor costs. Fuel cost as % of overall operating cost increased from 21.4% in 2017 to 23.5% in
2018.
While the overall trend is towards decreasing operating profit margins, there are stark differences in
performance across regions. North America generates just a little below half of industry profits while
African carriers are expected to continue generating an overall loss. However, the period of US and
European dominance in global aviation is gradually changing, with the rapid growth of air travel in
developing markets like Asia. This dominance is challenged by strong passenger traffic growth in China
/ India as well as by the emerging dominance of Middle East carriers such as Emirates, Etihad and
Qatar Airways which are stealing a larger share of long-haul Asia-Europe and Asia-US routes. The
industry’s center of gravity is thereby gradually shifting eastwards.
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As per the IATA traffic data, for 2018 the Asia-Pacific region was the fastest growing region with 8.6%
traffic increase followed by Europe with a 6.6 % increase. Growth in Asia Pacific was largely driven
by domestic traffic growth rate in India (18.6% YoY) and China (11.7% YoY).
Figure 2 Passenger Capacity Growth across Regions 2018 (%YoY)
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Going forward in 2019, Passenger demand is forecast to increase by 6.0%, slightly lower than 2018’s
growth rate (6.5%). This will boost passenger numbers by about 240 million to 4.59 billion. Similarly,
during 2019 airline fleet is forecasted to increase by over 1,200 aircraft reaching almost 30,968 aircraft.
Average load factor or occupancy level are expected to slightly increase in 2019 to 82.1% (from 81.9%
in 2018). Owing to stable fuel prices and slight increase in margin Airline profitability is expected to
marginally improve in 2019.

The global aviation industry saw strong growth in 2018 with consistent airline
profitability. This growth, however, varied across regions significantly - with Asia Pacific
and Latin America regions being the leaders.
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2.

INDIAN AVIATION INDUSTRY

2.1 Indian Economic Overview
India has emerged as the fastest growing major economy in the world and is expected to be one of the
top three economic powers of the world over the next 10-15 years, backed by its strong democracy and
partnerships.
India’s GDP is estimated to have increased 6.6 per cent in 2017-18 and is expected to grow 7.3 per
cent in 2018-19. During the first half of 2018-19, GDP grew by 7.6 per cent. India's GDP is expected to
reach US$ 6 trillion by FY27 and achieve upper-middle income status on the back of digitisation,
globalisation, favourable demographics, and reforms.
Today, India is one of the youngest nations in the world with more than 62% of its population in the
working age group (15-59 years), and more than 54% of its total population below 25 years of age. Its
population pyramid is expected to bulge across the 15-59 age group over the next decade. India's
labour force is expected to touch 160-170 million by 2020, based on rate of population growth, increased
labour force participation, and higher education enrolment, among other factors.

2.2 Indian Civil Aviation Industry
The civil aviation industry in India has emerged as one of the fastest growing industries in the country
during the last three years. India is currently considered the third largest domestic civil aviation market
in the world. India has become the third largest domestic aviation market in the world and is expected
to overtake UK to become the third largest air passenger market by 2024.
The Indian aviation sector has witnessed double digit growth over the past 5-6 years. The growth of the
industry is being propelled by the development of airports, presence of several low-cost carriers, a
liberalized FDI policy, increasing adoption of information technology, and focus on improving regional
connectivity. Industry analysts expect India to achieve some of the fastest growth of any aviation market
in the world over the next 20 years.
Despite global headwinds on crude oil and currency, India’s passenger traffic grew at 16.5 per cent
year on year to reach 308.7 million in FY18. It grew at a CAGR of 12.7 per cent during FY06-FY18.
Domestic passenger traffic grew YoY by 18.3 per cent to reach 243 million in FY18 and is expected to
become 293.3 million in FY20E. International passenger grew YoY by 10.4 per cent to reach 65.5 million
in FY18 and traffic is expected to become 76 million in FY20E.
Figure 3 Annual Air Passenger Traffic in India (in million pax)
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As per IATA estimates, air traffic in India is expected to reach ~478 million passengers (based on trips
and not airport throughput) by 2036. To support such high traffic volumes, country needs to develop
adequate supporting infrastructure. Additionally, to support this growth we will need to develop
adequate airline capacity and skill development in the country.
To prepare for such growth, government is focusing on taking 15-20 years view on airport infrastructure
development. The government earlier this year announced a NextGen Airports for Bharat (NABH)
Nirman scheme to expand airport capacities to more than 5 times. This scheme constitutes investments
to be made in airport upgrade by both the private sector and the state-owned Airports Authority of India
(AAI) in the due course of time.
The aviation sector will see an investment of close to Rs 1 lakh crore in the next five years for capacity
augmentation and development of new greenfield airports. In line with this, the Indian government has
already completed greenfield airports in 5 locations. Further, 14 more airports are being constructed to
connect smaller towns and reduce load on some of the airports running at near-full capacity. Two of
these airports – Mopa (Goa), Navi Mumbai – were bid out in the last 3 years.
In March last year, Boeing has predicted that Asia Pacific is going to be major market for aircrafts in
next 20 years. Aligned with this expectation, majority of the Indian airlines have huge size of aircraft
orders lined up for delivery over next few years. Combining all the carriers together, India's fleet size is
~ 60% of the entire South Asia, but its outstanding orders for planes are >90% of those from the region,
as reported by CAPA-Centre for Aviation. Airbus has said it will deliver one plane every week to Indian
carriers for the next ten years.
In the past decades, most of the air traffic growth has been concentrated at the major airport hubs. But
the top 10 airports are expected to reach their saturation capacity in the next 5-10 years. The next level
of growth in air connectivity will involve unlocking the potential of these non-metro, regional airports.
The NCAP 2016 was announced by the Ministry of Civil Aviation with an aim to boost regional air
connectivity, establish an integrated eco-system to promote tourism and generate employment. Its
vision is to enable 50 crore domestic ticketing, 20 crore international ticketing and cargo volumes of 10
million tons by 2027. It focuses on making flying affordable and accessible to masses
The Government recognizes the need to generate demand at these regions as well as a lack of proper
airport infrastructure. To support this growth, the government as part of its NCAP 2016 policy report
launched the Regional Connectivity Scheme. The objective of RCS is to promote tourism, provide
employment and promote balanced regional growth by making flying affordable for the masses. The
policy intends to improve regional connectivity via measures such as incentives for airlines, airfare caps,
and revival of existing airstrips and airports. Already, through 2 rounds of bidding, the government has
awarded more than 450 routes to various airlines.
The combination of a growing demand increase in FDI & private investments and favourable policy
reforms has put India’s aviation sector on a growth trajectory. It is in a sweet spot in terms of macro and
socioeconomic factors for long term sustainable growth in passenger and cargo traffic.
The air transport market in India employs more than 400,000 people and supports another 940,000
more in the supply chain. Overall the industry contributes some US$35 billion annually to India’s GDP.

2.3 Indian Cargo Industry
The Indian air cargo sector has grown rapidly over the past decade, paralleling the development of the
economy. It has consolidated its position in the Asia-Pacific market which continues to dominate the
global air cargo market with ~40% of the FTKs in FY’17. India’s international Air Trade to GDP ratio has
doubled from 4% to 8% in the last twenty years.
India jumped 19 places and ranked 35 in 2016 as against 54 in 2014 in the latest Logistics Performance
Index by World Bank. As per comments by Vandana Agarwal, Economic Advisor, Ministry of Civil
Aviation, “The ministry is working towards improving India’s ranking in World Bank’s Logistics
Performance Index (LPI) from 35 to 15 by 2020. The government has earmarked Rs 88,000 crore for
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capital projects at airport covering air cargo facilities also over the next five years”. It is a matter of great
importance to India as better performance in logistics not only boosts initiatives like Make in India, by
enabling India to become part of the global supply chain but also helps to increase trade. According to
the 2017 Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index, India climbed to the second position in the 2017
Index, switching spots with UAE. China, the world’s second-largest economy, again topped the
rankings.
Total air cargo at all Indian Airports during 2016-17 and 2017-18 witnessed a growth rate of 10.1% and
12.7% respectively with 3.35 million MT cargo traffic in FY’18.
In FY18, domestic freight traffic stood at 1,213.0 million tonnes, while international freight traffic was at
2,143.9 million tonnes. Further, domestic and international aircraft movements grew 14.4 per cent YoY
and 9.4 per cent YoY to 1,886.6 thousand and 437.9 thousand during 2017-18, respectively. Presently
international cargo contributes ~60% to India’s total cargo industry with approximately double the
growth rate as compared to domestic cargo business.
Figure 4 Annual Air Cargo Traffic in India (in ‘000 MT)
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2.4 Key Drivers for growth of Aviation in India
The fundamental factors that are driving growth in India are:
1) Population & Demography
India is the second most populous nation in the world with an overall population of 1.3 billion. Over the
next 25 to 30 years, India's working population may equal the total population of the United States.
According to Euromonitor International, the number of households with a disposable income of more
than $10,000 has leapt from around 2.5 million in 1990 to over 50 million in 2017.
2) Rising domestic GDP
Growth rate of the economy has been steadily rising. For instance, in the period 1990-91 to 2003-04,
the CAGR of India’s GDP was 5.7% which then rose to 8.6% during 2004-05 to 2010-11. Then during
2014-15 GDP at constant prices (2011-12) increased by 7.5%. The growing economic activity resulted
in greater business travel by professionals and greater leisure travel by individuals.
3) Government Reforms and Initiatives
The government released the first ever integrated National Civil Aviation Policy to drive growth in the
aviation sector. The policy is an industry-friendly document that covers all aspects on aviation. It
launched UDAN, a regional connectivity scheme that has already added over 30 airports boosting
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connectivity to Tier 3 and Tier 4 towns. UDAN has also sparked off usage of helicopters, turboprops
and seaplanes
Further, removal of FDI limits for sub-sectors such as airports, air cargo, ground handling, general
aviation and MRO has also given a boost to the industry.
4) Rising Consumption
India has seen increasing consumption backed by increased discretionary spending by middle class.
The GDP per capita has been increasing rapidly with a growing middle class. This has added to the
demand for flying. As propensity to fly in the country further increases, air traffic is expected to continue
to grow at a fast pace
5) Falling ticket prices
Due to increasing share of LCCs and cut-through competition in the Indian aviation market, the ticket
prices have been continually falling. This has made flying more affordable for the middle class providing
a significant boost to aviation traffic growth. India is the cheapest country in the world in which to fly
domestically.
Figure 5 Average Low-Cost Ticket Price ($/100 km)

Source: Kiwi.com 201 6 Avi ation Price Index
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3.

SECTOR-WISE INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

3.1 Airports
The airports sector contributed nearly $1.9 Bn to the Indian GDP for the financial year ending March
2018. Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated the first airport in Sikkim in Sep 2018 taking the
number of functional airports in the country to 100. Today 102 airports are operational in the country
with 31 of them operating solely under the UDAN scheme of the government. There are more than 480
airstrips in the country.
There are three primary mode of development of airports in India:
1) By Airport Authority India: Airport Authority of India is responsible for the development of 129
airports of which 88 are operational. These include 23 international airports, 9 custom airports and
77 domestic airports and 20 civil enclaves. AAI provides air navigation services over 2.8 million
square nautical miles of air space which includes land area of 1.05 million square nautical miles,
and oceanic airspace measuring 1.75 million square nautical miles.
2) By Central / State Governments: State Governments have undertaken development of airports
at their own expenses or on PPP mode such as Maharashtra (Navi Mumbai), Karnataka (Bijapur,
Gulbarga, Hasan and Shimoga), Uttar Pradesh (Kushinagar) and Goa (MOPA).
3) By Public Private Partnership: Presently, India has seven PPP airports each at Mumbai, Delhi,
Cochin, Hyderabad, Bangalore, Nagpur and Kannur which together handle over 60% of the
country’s air traffic.

Key trends in Airport Sector
1) Traffic concentrated at airports:
Traffic in concentrated at major airports in the country. Top 5 airports in India (Delhi, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Chennai & Kolkata) contribute to nearly 58.7% of the passenger traffic. This has declined
from 62.5% in FY13 due to increased growth at Tier 2 airports. Going forward, as the major airports
saturate and regional connectivity increases, growth will be driven by Tier 2 and Tier 3 airports.
Figure 6 Passenger traffic concentration at major airports

Source: Auc tus An alysis

2) Airport Capacity Constraints and Growth
As per IATA estimates, air traffic in India is expected to reach ~478 million passengers (based on trips
and not airport throughput) by 2036. To support such high traffic volumes, country needs to develop
adequate supporting infrastructure. Additionally, to support this growth we will need to develop
adequate capacity and capability in the country.
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To prepare for such growth, government is focusing on taking 15-20 years view on airport infrastructure
development. As mentioned earlier, in budget of FY 2019, the government announced a NextGen
Airports for Bharat (NABH) Nirman scheme to expand airport capacities to more than 5 times.
The airports at four metro cities in the country – New Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad and Bengaluru – cater
to nearly 55% of the country's total air traffic and are operating at near-full capacity. Rising private
consumption and healthy economic growth would continue to provide tailwind to traffic growth. To
handle the steep rise of the passenger inflow, these four major airports will require an investment of
₹25,000-30,000 crore in expanding the existing capacity by 2021. All major airports in India are
augmenting their airside and terminal capacity to address the demand that is showing no signs of
abating.
Second airports are being planned for Mumbai, Goa, Vizag and Pune. Work on the upcoming Navi
Mumbai and Mopa airports (in Goa) is on. The Bhogapuram airport (near Vizag) has recently invited
bids is likely to commence construction in 2019. The bidding process for Pune's second airport at
Purandar is expected soon. A new international airport at Kannur in North Kerala was commissioned
in December 2018.
3) Privatization of Airports:
The first wave of privatisation of airports was around 2005-2010 which saw PPP for major airports in
the country – Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Hyderabad.
With privatization proving to be a successful model leading to improved passenger experience as well
as commercial growth at PPP airports, India has seen the second wave of privatization recently. In the
last 3-4 years there have been numerous tenders for PPP. Navi Mumbai, Goa (Mopa) and
Vishakhapatnam (Bhogapuram) airports are greenfield airports which have seen PPP activity with the
work having started for Navi Mumbai and Mopa and bids invited for Bhogapuram Airport. On the
brownfield projects, AAI recently concluded the bidding process for six airports, namely, Ahmedabad
Airport, Jaipur Airport, Lucknow Airport, Guwahati Airport, Trivandrum Airport and Mangalore Airport.
Nagpur airport too was recently bid.
Given the successful results from the recent airport bids and strong performance at the existing
privatized airports, it is expected that more airports will be considered for privatization.
4) Regional Connectivity Scheme
In past decades, most of the air traffic growth has been concentrated at the major airport hubs. The
next level of growth in air connectivity will involve unlocking the potential of these non-metro, regional
airports. The Government recognizes the need and to support this growth, the government as part of
its NCAP 2016 policy report launched the Regional Connectivity Scheme. The policy intends to improve
regional connectivity via measures such as incentives for airlines, airfare caps, and revival of existing
airstrips and airports.
The scheme has capped airfare for seats under RCS on routes to provide affordable options for citizens
to fly. About half of the seats are capped at 2,500 per hour. The government will provide Viability Gap
Funding to the airlines and provide them with exclusive rights to fly the route for 3 years to encourage
them to operate these routes viably.
Under RCS-1 in April 2017, five airlines won the licenses to operate on 128 routes connecting over 31
new and 12 under-served airports under the regional connectivity scheme. The second round of RCS
bidding saw significant improvement over the first one, including doubling of the number of RCS flights
for priority routes (Northeast, J&K and Andaman and Lakshadweep areas) and participation by market
leader IndiGo and helicopter companies. Under RCS-2 in January 2018, the aviation ministry awarded
325 routes to 15 airlines and helicopter operators. These routes included 25 new airports and 31 new
helipads.
The government recently launched UDAN 3 in December 2018 to invite more routes. The 3rd round
increases focus on inclusion of tourism destinations, North Eastern routes and seaplane operations. It
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further proposed the concept of International UDAN for connectivity to neighbouring countries in South
East Asia.
Figure 7 Current status of UDAN scheme

Source: Ministry o f Civil Aviation, GOI

5) Use of Technology
In October 2018, MoCA announced the draft Digi Yatra Biometric Boarding System which will enhance
passenger movement at airports through facial recognition. The Digi Yatra platform is expected to be
operational from early 2019. Digi Yatra aims to provide air travellers in India with a 'seamless
experience' of passing through airports by using facial recognition for passenger verification. Pilot
implementation is already ongoing.

3.2 Airlines
The airline landscape in India is undergoing rapid transformation. In 2003, there were just five leading
carriers - Air India, Indian Airlines, Jet Airways, Air Sahara and Air Deccan, all operating full-service
models (FSCs) except the last. By 2018, the scenario has changed completely with Low Cost Carriers
(LCCs) like IndiGo, SpiceJet, Go Air, AirAsia, Jet Lite and TruJet controlling nearly 72% of the
passenger market share. The rise of LCCs has led to lower airfares partly driven by the fall in global
crude oil prices in 2015 and cut-throat competition among Indian carriers.
Today IndiGo is the leading carrier with its passenger market share steadily rising to over 43%. It is
followed by Jet, Air India and SpiceJet with double-digit market shares as per data until Oct 2018.
Figure 8 Airline market share changes over time

Source: DG CA
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Key trends in Airline Sector
1) Rising Load Factors:
The growth in domestic traffic has outpaced capacity growth in seven out of the last ten years. The
continuous double-digit traffic growth has led to sharp rise in load factors in the last four years
Figure 9Domestic Passenger Load Factor (%)

Source: DG CA

2) Large Order Book:
India's fleet increased to ~670 aircrafts. While this pales in comparison with the fleet of world's largest
carriers in US and China, India has a strong order book. In December 2018, Indian carrier had a fleet
of around 670 aircraft with pending deliveries of around 1100 aircraft as shown below:
Table 1 Order Book for Airlines - Dec 2018

Airline
Indigo
Jet Airways
SpiceJet
Go Air
Vistara
TrueJet
Zoom
Air Asia
Total

Orderbook
410
230
198
118
62
6
19
60
1103

Source: Media Repo rts

3) Innovations and Digitalization
Disruptions in digital innovation forms a key element in the high volume-low margin airline industry.
Disruptive technologies are significantly influencing the business models of the airlines by helping them
achieve short term efficiency goals as well as attain long term targets of improving customer experience
and increasing operational efficiency. Key developments include Biometrics, Augmented & Virtual
Reality and Artificial Intelligence. Use of technology is key for faster movement of airlines passengers
through check-in, baggage self-drop, security and immigration etc: These technologies are being
utilized to further enhance passenger experience, promote offers and improve training for employees.
4) Declining Airline Profitability
The Indian airline industry, despite strong traction on growth, is facing challenging times. Some of the
key factors affecting profitability include high oil price and exchange rate volatility. Coupled with cost
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pressures yields are also falling due to lower fares given intense competition between the airlines. Some
of the airlines have large fleet expansion plans, which may be delayed a bit till the situation improves.
The Indian airline industry is expected to report an aggregate loss of about USD 1-1.5 billion in FY2019.
Most of the airlines in the Indian market have reported losses in the past year which are expected to
continue this year.
Key changes are required form both private players and government to propel the industry including
inclusion of ATF in GST, lowering of debt through sale-lease back of inventory, lowering fuel costs
through addition of fuel-efficient aircrafts, etc.
5) Shortage of Manpower
According to CAPA estimates, the industry will need ~10,000 additional pilots in next 10 years,
compared to roughly ~7,000 available now. Indian airlines are struggling with pilot shortages. While for
some type of aircrafts shortage is because of lack of skilled pilots but for others it is just because of
poaching by carriers from Gulf and South East Asia. Airlines such as Indigo and SpiceJet are struggling
with pilot shortage. Indigo recently had to cancel as many as 30 flights daily due to shortage of pilots
and cabin crew. Air India too recently stopped flights to various destinations in Europe as closing of
Pakistani airspace resulted in shortage of pilots to manage a change in flying time.

3.3 Air Cargo Industry
The Indian air cargo sector has grown rapidly over the past decade, paralleling the development of the
economy. India’s international Air Trade to GDP ratio has doubled from 4% to 8% in the last twenty
years. Air cargo throughput in India increased by 12.7% to 3.35 million MT in FY17-18. International
cargo contributes to 60% of total air cargo volumes in India and grew at 15.6% over FY 16-17. In
comparison, domestic cargo grew by only 8% due to stiff competition from the trucking industry and
various infrastructure challenges at Indian airports. Supported by rapid growth of international trade,
India’s huge manufacturing engine and a growing population, industry analysts expect that India will be
among the five largest international freight markets within the next 10 years.
The air transport industry contributed about US$ 30 billion annually to India's GDP, and directly
employed more than 390,000 people while supporting another 570,000 in the supply chain as per the
July 2016 study carried out by Air Transport Action Group (ATAG).
Despite the healthy growth, the volume of air cargo handled in India is significantly lower as compared
to top airports in the world. As per Airports Council International (ACI), combined cargo handled by ALL
Indian airports is less than that handled by Hong Kong, Memphis and Shanghai airports individually in
the year 2017.
The aviation logistics in the country today is confronted with serious issues like inordinate dwell times,
missing and non-traceable cargo, damaged cargo, lengthy cargo processing times and queues at the
cargo terminals, etc. The air cargo infrastructure in India has not been planned to keep in mind the
medium and long-term requirements and is woefully inadequate and overloaded. The existing
processes at the airports for cargo act as a stumbling block for growth of this industry.
Comparison of performance standards for some of the key parameters of Indian Air Cargo Industry with
other countries shows substantial gaps in the existing supply chain. Lack of enabling infrastructure, lack
of automated material handling systems, high manual intervention in the processes and inadequate
skilled man power are some of the key areas where Indian air cargo industry lags global peers.

Key trends in Air Cargo Sector
1) Traffic Concentration at Major Airports:
The Air Cargo Industry is currently concentrated at the major airports with top 6 JV International airports
accounting for 78% of international cargo and 65% of domestic cargo by volume. Delhi and Mumbai
airports alone handle around 60% of India's total International air cargo. This gap in cargo traffic
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volumes leads to congested cargo terminals at the Delhi & Mumbai airports thereby adding to their
operational stress.
Figure 10 Concentration of Air Cargo at major airports

Source: AAI Tr affic Da ta

2) National Air Cargo Policy
To provide the much-needed boost to the air cargo industry, government recently unveiled its muchawaited national air cargo policy, which seeks to make India among the top five air freight markets by
2025, besides creating air transport shipment hubs at all major airports over the next six years.
The policy covers all three categories of air cargo transport - domestic cargo to ensure efficient flow of
goods across India; international cargo facilitating all indigenous export and import of goods; and transit
international cargo by making India the transit cargo hub of choice to and from other parts of the globe.
As per the policy, the potential in the new markets needs to be explored with long-term infrastructure
creation in order to sustain cargo growth in the next 10-15 years at least.
The cargo policy also seeks to establish agreements between national carriers/ freighters and
integrators to improve domestic connectivity as well as encourage the establishment of agreements
between national and international carriers/freighters and other airline operators to provide access to
key global cargo hubs. It also aims to promote the development of a last mile/first mile connectivity
program at international/regional gateways, as per the document.
To increase process transparency while decreasing shipment delays, costs and dwell time, a fully
automated paperless trade environment with minimum face-to-face interactions will be implemented,
as per the policy document.

3.4 Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul Industry
With its growing aircraft fleet size, strategic geographic location, rich pool of engineering expertise and
low labour cost, India has a huge potential to be the global Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
hub.
The current market size of the MRO industry in India is assessed at about $700-800 million which is
expected to reach $1.2 billion by 2020. India has the potential to become the third largest aviation
market by 2022. India has long been viewed with interest from MROs globally seeking a valuable
gateway between the Middle East and Asia-Pacific. According to Aviation Week Fleet and MRO
Forecast, the MRO market in India is expected to grow at 7.7% annually over the next decade, which
is more than three times the global rate. This demand is being driven by a fleet growing at 9.9%
annually, from around 620 in FY 2018 to a projected fleet of over 2,300 in FY 2040. The growth is being
further boosted by the expansion of new airports, fast expanding LCCs, a liberal FDI policy and focus
on regional connectivity.
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But despite a rising fleet, Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) industry continues to struggle for
relevance. The biggest challenge is the severe tax anomaly with foreign jurisdictions. Currently GST on
aviation MRO is levied at 18%. In Singapore and Malaysia, tax is levied at 7% whereas in Sri Lanka
there is none. This is despite the widespread appreciation of the fact that, with a fast-expanding fleet,
India needs to build a domestic MRO eco-system.
There are about 40 overseas entities approved by DGCA to conduct MRO on India-registered aircraft.
These account for over 90% of the MRO spends of Indian carriers. Due to a limited MRO eco-system
and a sub-optimal tax structure, most Indian carriers carry out MRO in Sri Lanka, South East Asia,
Middle East or Europe. This entails additional cost of empty ferry flights, additional logistics costs and
payment in foreign exchange. That it still works out cheaper and better than doing MRO in India does
not show India in a great light.
The graphs below show the total MRO spend by region in 2018. India may continue to remain an
insignificant player unless drastic policy interventions are undertaken in line with the provisions of NCAP
2016.
Figure 11 MRO Spend by Region ($ Bn)

Source: Consu ltanc y UK, KPMG Repor t

According to CAPA and discussion with key stakeholders, the large international MRO service providers
typically offer three main MRO capabilities: airframe, engine and component services. Engine
maintenance makes up the largest proportion of the global market (35-40%), followed by component
(20-25%), and airframe heavy maintenance (10-15%). Line maintenance accounts for 22% with
modifications making up the balance 8%. Engine maintenance constitutes the largest share of Indian
MRO market at 50%, followed by component (17%), line maintenance (17%), and airframe heavy
maintenance and modification (16%).

3.5 Ground Handling
Ground handling is a critical component of airline operations which includes aircraft cleaning and
servicing, passenger handling, catering, cargo and baggage handling etc. The global airport ground
handling business was estimated to be worth over USD 80 billion per annum in 2015 as per MoCA’s
Skill Study.
Ground Handlin can either be carried out by the airlines themselves or through third-party agents. As
per IATA, approximately 50% of the aircraft turnarounds are handled by third party GHAs globally and
it is expected to reach 70% by year 2022. In contrast, in India, most leading airlines handle most of their
ground handling operations on their own.
CAPA estimates the Indian third-party ground handling market at around USD 200-220 million in 201213. Domestic ground handling services accounts for about 2.5% of operating costs for self-handling by
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airlines, according to estimates in CAPA report. Being a proportion of self-operating costs, the
distributed overhead expenses are not captured in this share.
Ground handling segment employs about 26,500 people of which 60% work in the 6 metro airports.
Labour constitutes the largest share of total operating costs in ground handling. This cost is estimated
by CAPA to exceed 60% in the coming years as ‘thousands of staff are brought above minimum wages
and are extended statutory benefits such as overtime, leave and provident fund contributions.’

The ground handling players include Air India’s joint venture company with SATS of Singapore
(AISATS); and several other Indian, international and joint-venture handling companies such
as Bhadra, Bird-Worldwide Flight Services, Cambata, Celebi, Menzies and NAS. Air India has
divested its own passenger, cargo and ground handling operations into a subsidiary company,
Air India Air Transport Services Limited (AIATSL), which provides handling services at 43
domestic and 13 international airports. Leading GHAs in India include: AIATSL, AISATS, Celebi,
Bird, GGI, Menzies Bobba, Indothai and Bhadra. These account for almost 80% of the revenue market
share.
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4.

SKILL GAP IN AVIATION

The civil aviation market in India is growing rapidly in the current decade. As per Ministry of Civil
Aviation, by 2040 India’s air traffic will grow six-fold to 1.1 billion and India will need 200 airports and an
investment of $40-50 billion to handle passenger volume. Supporting this growth will require not only
development of infrastructure but also development of ecosystem to provide adequately skilled human
resource for the sector.
The need for qualified and appropriately skilled human resource is a must in any sector but it is
especially vital in the civil aviation sector owing to its importance to the overall economy of the country.
The key current training set up for the aviation sector occurs through the government bodies and private
players who offer courses across the various sectors of civil aviation.

4.1 Analysis of skills requirement
As highlighted earlier in the report, Civil aviation sector can be broadly broken down in 5 subsectors:
•
•
•
•
•

Airports
Airlines
Air Cargo
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
Ground Handling

1) Airport sector
Airport is a complex ecosystem with multiple stakeholders and based upon flow of passengers, cargo
and aircrafts it can be divided into three areas:
Figure 12: Illustration of Airport infrastructure

Source: Scienc edirec t.com

Area

Brief Description

Airside

The area in the airport that has the runways, aircraft movements, lighting
systems, tarmac, etc

Terminal

The terminal building is the place where passengers, luggage and freight
change between the surface mode and the air mode. It is essentially a
processing facility
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Landside

The road ways and the area that leads to the terminal are called the landside.
This includes the taxi bays, bus bays, ticketing zones, etc

Figure 13: Airport Operations

Source: Ma lay sia Airports

Apart from the various activities highlighted above, security and safety of passenger, aircrafts and
cargo is also a key parallel activity which overlaps with almost all other functions of airport operations.
Security at Indian airports is a sovereign function and is provided by CISF, however, airports also
have their own employees to support security functions such as for emergency planning and fire
prevention.
Function

Key roles/activities

Airside operations

Ground maintenance, Traffic management,
Airside safety and Wild life management

Airport Operations

Airport operation control centre and
maintenance of airside infrastructure
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Airside Rescue and Firefighting

Emergency Planning, Firefighting and Rescue
and Fire prevention

Terminal Operations

Customer service management, Baggage and
Trolley management, Housekeeping

Terminal Operations requires ensuring smooth and timely flow of arriving and departing passengers
and cargo. Additionally, Terminal operations is also responsible for ensuring clean and safe
environment. Given its customer centric nature and need for handling vast amount of passenger flow,
terminal management requires skills that are not only technical but also customer centric.
2) Airline sector
Core functions of an airline can be broadly divided into following categories:
•

Airport operations: Airport operations are the key function of airlines and focuses on
managing passenger and luggage flow at the airport
Flight Operations: Responsible for maintaining airline schedule and ensuring compliance with
safety and security guidelines
In-flight service: Responsible for on-board activities, in flight customer experience, welfare of
passengers and safety of aircraft

•
•

•
•

Ticketing

Check-in

Boarding/Deboarding

Partly self-managed by
passengers
Floor management to guide pax and ensure safety

Luggage flow
Management

PAX flow management

Security:
Figure 14: Key activities for Airline staff at Airport
Ground Support:

Luggage tagging
and screening

Luggage
loading/unloading

Source: Auc tus Illu str ation

With higher adoption of internet in India, bulk of tickets are self-booked by passengers directly through
either airline website or aggregators, reducing ticketing activity at the airport. Additionally, with
proliferation of check-in kiosks, airlines are focusing on automating part of the check-in process where
the role of check-in agent largely remains to tag and secure passenger luggage.
Flight operations is responsible for enabling the aircraft crew in preparing the aircraft for security
clearance and dispatch. Part of these activities are managed in collaboration with ground handling
provider. Major activities undertaken by airline staff in flight operations are as follows:
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Figure 15: Flight operations and safety activities undertaken by Airline staff

Source: Auc tus Illu str ation

Inflight operations are the function that manages the on-board passengers and other activities. In-flight
function not only has the key objective of managing the comfort of passengers but also of ensuring
aircraft and passenger safety. Given this cabin attendants are also trained in aircraft evacuation,
firefighting in aircraft, first aid and other security related issues.

Apart from these, another major function for airlines’ staff is to ensure security of the overall flight.
Specific role in security is to ensure against act of unlawful interference, compliance with various safety
and security requirements for aircraft, scout for unattended baggage and verify passenger details at the
time of boarding.

3) Air Cargo
Air Cargo business is a very important opportunity in overall development of civil aviation in India. The
core functions in air cargo are ground operations, security, flight operations and engineering. Flight
operations and engineering roles are typically managed by Airlines or MRO. Core functions in Air Cargo
industry is as follows:
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Figure 16: Key Activities for Air Cargo

Apart from above highlighted activities, security of cargo terminal, screening of air cargo and managing
of dangerous air cargo are other important activities in the subsector.
4) MRO
MRO involves ensuring airworthiness of aircraft or an aircraft part through maintenance, repair and
overhaul of aircrafts. Large MRO service providers typically offer following main MRO capabilities:
•
•
•
•

Airframe and modifications
Engine overhaul
Components servicing
Line maintenance

As highlighted earlier in the report, India’s MRO industry is very nascent, and most MRO companies of
India only provide primary level of service and does not provide any advance overhauls.

Source: Ministry o f Civil Aviation study on Ski ll G ap Analysis in Civi l Aviation

5) Ground Handling
Ground handling function consists of supporting an aircraft in its preparation for landing and take-off
from the airport. Ground handling activities are spread across both airside and terminal side
infrastructure. Various ground handling activities at the airport are highlighted below:
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Role

Activities

Ground administration and supervision

Load control, messaging and
telecommunications, Handling, storage and
administration of unit load devices,
Automation/computer system

Baggage handling

Loading-unloading of passenger baggage from
aircraft

Freight and mail handling

Ramp handling

Marshalling of aircraft on the ground, coordination between aircraft and various airside
suppliers of services, provide GPU, aircraft
pushback, and loading and unloading of inflight
kitchen

Aircraft services

Fuel and oil handling, aircraft maintenance,
flight operations, surface transport etc.

Civil Aviation is highly regulated across the world and because of this human resource in
various industry roles need to upgrade their knowledge and skills with changing
Technology and Regulatory guidelines.

4.2 Current ecosystem of skill development
Aviation sector has certain unique characteristics as far as skilled human resources are concerned,
including skilled manpower being available at the point of service delivery. Further, the manpower must
comply with processes and regulations of national and global standards. Achieving all this requires skills
that need to be upgraded regularly for most jobs in the sector. According to industry sources, India has
over 31 flying academies, 6 type-training facilities, 86 academies offering Aircraft Maintenance
Engineering (AME) and over 150 cabin crew training institutes. India has flight simulators at Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Greater Noida, Gurgaon and Hyderabad. Training for Civil Aviation in India is provided by
both government centers as well as private operators, providing courses across the various sectors of
civil aviation. However, the current set up of training institutes as well as the quality of training imparted
has resulted in several training challenges that have led to gaps which are both qualitative as well as
quantitative.
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Figure 17: Training value chain analysis

Source: Ministry o f Civil Aviation study on Ski ll G ap Analysis in Civi l Aviation

Currently, domestic aviation sector faces a shortage of trained professionals, including pilots, cabin
crew and engineers and growth dynamics of Indian aviation can be derailed because of this shortage.
According to the ministry study on skill gap analysis in civil aviation, by 2035 Indian Civil Aviation sector
will employ ~0.8 to 1 million personnel directly under its various sub-sectors. Growth of passenger traffic
will create employment opportunities for pilots, cabin crew, aircrafts engineers and technicians, airport
staff, ground handling, cargo, retail, security, administrative and sales staff. Nearly 45-50 percent of the
jobs created will be for blue collar workers (loaders, cleaners, drivers, helpers etc.).
Figure 18 Categorization of human resource requirement
by 2035 (100%=~ 0.9 million)1

Highly
specialized
skills 8-10%
:
Medium to high
complexity skills-2530%%
:
Low to medium
complexity skills: 62-65%

Source: Ministry o f Civil Aviation study on Ski ll G ap Analysis in Civi l Aviation
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Note: 1. Observed split between complexity of skills is reasonably representative of all subsectors of
Civil Aviation
Currently, civil aviation industry is facing human resource shortage across various types of roles, some
of these acute shortages are highlighted below:
•

•
•

India will need about 17,000 pilots by fiscal 2028. This includes about 7,000 first officers and
about 10,000 commanders. In effect, this means that the country will need at least 1,800 pilots
annually.1
About 73,000 technicians and Aircraft Maintenance Engineers (AMEs) will be needed across
MRO and airlines by 2035
CNS staff shortage at Mumbai and other airports, leading to overworked staff which is causing
security risks for aircrafts

Note:
1. The Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) estimates
According to the FICCI report on Vision 2040, there is also shortage of skilled manpower in ground
operations and security functions.
The shortage of human resource and qualitative gaps in skill development is primarily because of the
lack of a unified approach that recognises the strategic growth and development of the aviation sector.

India’s current training infrastructure is not enough to meet the growing requirement of
the Civil Aviation Industry and if this gap is not bridged timely, this shortage will be a
dampener for the overall industry growth.

4.3 Critical Skill gap
A comprehensive skill gap analysis study conducted by the Ministry in 2016, identified roles where there
is dearth of skilled manpower and which are core functions for each subsector of Civil aviation. These
roles require immediate capacity building initiatives to support the growth of Indian Civil Aviation
industry. Report suggests that there is a shortage of manpower across different spectrums of
specialization.
Table 2: Airport segment Critical jobs

Function

Critical job roles

Ground Maintenance

•

Maintenance Foreman

Safety

•

Safety Officer

Wildlife management

•

Wildlife management / control officer

Airport operation control

•

Apron controller

Emergency planning

•

Emergency Planner

•

Command post officers

•

Fire safety crew

•

Fire preservation officer

Fire and safety
Fire preservation
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Baggage and trolley Management

•

Duty Officers and Trolley workers

Cargo

•

Loaders and Packers

Security

•

Executives and shift in charge

•

Air traffic controller

•

ATM in charge

•

Watch supervisory officer (WSO)

•

ATS reporting officer (ARO)

•

Duty officer

•

Radar controller (RSR)

•

Planning controller (PLC)

•

Sector flight data assistant (SFDA)

•

Shift duty officer

•

Shift supervisory officer

Air Traffic Management

CNS

Table 3: Airline segment Critical jobs

Function
Airport Operations
Flight operation and dispatch

Security

Inflight services

Critical job roles
•

Screeners

•

Dispatcher

•

Flight operation assistant

•

Security Manager

•

Security executives

•

Security Staff

•

Cabin attendants / crew / stewards

•

Cabin lead

Table 4: MRO segment Critical jobs

Role
Line Maintenance Manager, Base Maintenance Manager and Work Shop Manager
Certifying staff, technicians, and mechanics – type rated for aircraft, facilities and components
Quality control/assurance
Specialized services staff
Human factors staff/ human factors trainers
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Apart from the roles mentioned above, given the nascent stage of the MRO industry in India, there is
also shortage of Senior management in the MRO industry.

4.4 Major challenges

1

Planning

Key
Challenges
3
Human
resources

2

Infrastruct
ure

Current challenges in the existing skill development eco-system for civil aviation are as follows:
•

•

•

Lack of integrated planning for skill development in aviation: Most of the skill development
needs in the civil aviation sector are met through case by case planning and sector lacks
integrated planning.
Inadequate infrastructure: Existing skill development infrastructure is inadequate to cater to
skill gap in the industry. For instance, industry reports suggest that about 73,000 technicians
and Aircraft Maintenance Engineers (AMEs) will be needed across MRO and airlines by 2035.
In comparison, DGCA has issued a little over 3,500 Basic Licenses and only 159 type rated
AME licenses from 2012-17. Additionally, as per industry players existing skilling process in
India has following deficiencies:
o Mismatch between industry expectation of competencies and those actual available
o Lack of standardizations in training and certifications across regions
Human resource: Lack of good quality training staff for training institutes. Current shortfall of
skilled manpower also translates into competition between civil aviation industry and skill
development institutes for limited resource pool. This has created shortfall in number of
qualified trainers available for skill development.
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5.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Civil aviation industry is globally interlinked and is controlled by many global standards. Consequently,
skill building model in India should have a global approach on defining training standards. Government
should ensure that training standards in India are aligned with Global standards. Considering the value
chain of skill development in India and challenges highlighted by the industry, human resource
development in the industry should target the following things:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor human resource requirement of the sector at holistic level
Improve accessibility of skill development infrastructure by trainees and extend its reach to tierII and Tier-III cities
Recognition of prior learning and provide opportunity to continuously upgrade skills based on
changes in the industry
Standardize minimum skill requirement for each role based on regulatory and industry
expectations and ensure skill development trainings meet these minimum criteria
Ensure adequate funding support to develop the skill development infrastructure

Key Recommendations:
1) Unified policy for skill development in Civil Aviation:
A unified policy for skill development in Civil Aviation is required to bridge the supply gap of
skilled human resource in the industry. Policy should focus on an integrated approach for skill
development, encompassing longer-term skills requirement and combinations with careerspanning competencies. The current training ecosystem in India for civil aviation related training
is managed by various organizations such as DGCA, BCAS and AAI. Though there are checks
and balances that are created by the Ministry of Civil Aviation as well as the associated
organizations, the current training ecosystem exists as standalone approach to training as
opposed to a unified common policy to drive it forward. Policy should focus on the following key
points:
1. Focus on institutional strengthening by improving co-ordination and collaboration
between different agencies.
2. Boost private sector participation in skill development through Public Private
partnership. Policy should also lead way for development of adequate frameworks and
guidelines for such partnership.
3. Support, collaborations and knowledge sharing with accredited international training
organizations
4. Develop robust mechanism for approving new training institutes with faster turnaround
time for reviewing application of new training institutes.
5. Development of a labour market information system for the sector, which should be
focused on demand and supply of human resource in Civil Aviation industry
6. Drive globalization of training for specialized jobs, by engaging to standardize aviation
regulations and supporting easier global mobility of Civil aviation manpower. In long
term this will allow India to export Civil Aviation skill training and bridge any short-term
scarcity of human resource by attracting manpower from countries with similar
regulations.
7. Re-build aspirational charm of employment in Aviation sector
As part of this institutional strengthening, we suggest incorporating an empowered council for
National Civil Aviation Training which will be responsible for a) collaboration between different
agencies for skill development in civil aviation and b) adequate resource allocation to training
for each subsector of the aviation industry. To empower the council and provide gravitas to
council’s standing in the existing ecosystem of civil aviation training, council can be headed
by Secretary of Ministry of Civil Aviation.
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Incubation of National Civil Aviation Training Council (NCATC):

Figure 19: NCATC’s engagement with existing players in Civil Aviation Training

Private players should be part of advisory committee of NCATC. Private players will provide
inputs on training policy standard and dissemination of industry knowledge to training
infrastructure. Key objective of the NCATC should be as follows:
o
o

o

o

Facilitate development of Centre of Excellence (CoE) which can share best practices
with different training institutes
Provide strategic infrastructure sharing between different agencies and other
government schemes and institutions. For example, collaborate with Aerospace &
Aviation Sector Skill Council (AASSC), which is under NSDC platform and use its
capabilities to bridge skill gap in the Civil Aviation sector.
Facilitate international collaboration in training and skill development: Look for areas
where international collaborations for training may be explored. Specifically,
collaboration with agencies like ICAO, IATA, ACI should be explored.
Bridge mismatch with industry expectations for skilled manpower: NCATC should focus
on ensuring quality of curriculum for Training institutes. Focus for such institutes should
be on the following:
▪ Engage with industry to get feedback on quality of manpower coming from
these training institutes
▪ Initiate a process of rating training institutes based on curriculum review,
industry feedback and student feedbacks. Frequently publish the rating of
institutes based on the rating process.
For low to medium complexity skills, focus of the council should be on standardizing
trainings for roles which are required in bulk (such as cargo loaders) by the industry.

o
o

o

Ensure accessibility of related information through digital platform
Continuously track industry demand for all roles and create awareness for employment
opportunities in aviation: Through industry engagements track industry demand for new
human resources. Additionally, create awareness amongst public to support
development of robust labour market in Civil Aviation industry.
Current AASSC looks more at highly specialized skills and is not focused on skills
related to Ground Handling and Cargo. NCATC should ensure adequate training
support for ground handling and Cargo sub-sectors. This can also be achieved either
through development of a separate Skill Sector Council for Cargo and Ground Handling
or by increasing the scope and further empowering AASSC.
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2) Infrastructure and Capacity Development:
Infrastructure and Capacity planning should be based on a) need of specialization and b)
demand of human resource for a role. Our recommendations for infrastructure and capacity
building measure for type of roles are as follows:

Type of Role

Suggestions for Infrastructure and Capacity building
•

•
High
Specialization

•

•

•

Medium to High
Complexity
•
•

•

•
Low to Medium
Complexity

•
•
•

Focus on developing Centres of Excellence (CoE). CoE will act as
world class infrastructure and training centers, where content is created
for other training institutes. CoE will also be a pivotal centre for
providing training programs for trainers/training institutes for higher
order skills.
Government should play an active role in developing CoE, especially in
identifying the need of type of excellence for CoE, overall scope of CoE
and selection of site for CoE development
Development of CoE can be explored through PPP. CoE should also
be associated with global bodies/players to ensure cutting edge
training. In 2018, P3 Academy launched a CoE for Aerospace Design
Training in association with NSDC and AASSC (Aerospace & Aviation
Sector Skill Council)
CoE will lead in improvement of affordability of training. Additionally,
government recognition of CoEs will improve funding options for
trainees.
Human resource shortage for such roles should be fulfilled by
improving employability of existing manpower on low skill jobs.
Manpower employed in low skill jobs in aviation or other industries
should be trained to become capable of performing medium complexity
roles. Infrastructure development for such roles should focus on
developing bridge course with specific modules
o To improve access to such bridge courses focus should be on
leveraging ITI infrastructure
Provide apprenticeship opportunities at existing airports to ensure on
the job development of skills
Subsidizing training of existing low-skilled workforce by employers in
the industry. Many countries such as Australia and Germany provide
grant to employers for training human resource.
Develop training centers to improve the skill level of entry level
personnel in the industry. It can be accomplished through Trade
Specialization Centres (TSC) which will have best in class systems,
processes and facilities for skill development.
Given the industry need initial target of TSC’s should be to build skills
for entry level roles in Cargo and Ground Handling roles
To improve the accessibility, TSC should be established in metro, tier 1
and tier 2 cities.
Vocational training and Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) to
improve the accessibility of training for roles catering to such skills.
MOOCs can be developed by associated CoEs
Strategic resource sharing such as use of physical infrastructure with
other government schemes for skill development such as Skill India
Program
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CoE infrastructure should also be expanded to include critical roles in Medium to high complexity.
Development of CoEs can be explored through Public Private Partnership and Government should
focus on developing appropriate PPP framework for such developments. Other additional
infrastructure such as TSC and content for MOOC can be funded by either private or public
financing.
For both medium to high complexity and low to medium complexity roles, Airport infrastructure
should also be used as in-situ training centers to develop skilled human resource.

3) Human Resource:
Develop adequate pool of trainers for training of human resource. For highly specialized roles, CoE
infrastructure should be leveraged to develop a trainer pool. Retired industry experts should be
motivated to also act as trainers in qualified institutes. Skill Sector Council for the Civil Aviation
Sector should target effective outreach to such experts.
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